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The ‘policy challenge’
Any policy, or changes to policy, even for fully rational decision makers, will have both:

- Intended consequences, and

- Unintended consequences

Unintended effects can’t be eliminated, but the rational policy maker will anticipate and 

mitigate them

But human policy makers are biased, often seriously so, in myriad ways, often 

unconsciously so. The policy challenge is then even greater:

- Unintended consequences are now unanticipated and unmitigated!

Our limitations undermine good policy-making, then blind us to the evidence and our 

role in it 

‘Success has a thousand fathers, but failure is an orphan’ J.F. Kennedy



Too many sources of bias to do much more than 

scratch the surface today…

(from Business Review Weekly, 2016)

One example: How has the decision been framed?
“Shall we implement policy X, or not?”

The question may even be ‘leading’ …

Tick one option:

a) I believe in freedom and democracy and wish to 
privatise Western Power
b) I do not believe in freedom and democracy
Your preference?



“On the folly of rewarding A while hoping for B…”  S. Kerr, 1995

Do policymakers anticipate unintended consequences and take mitigating steps? 

Often we respond to the letter of some new policy incentive, rather than the spirit

• Soviet industry: targets sometimes set by total weight of output – factories 
produced heavy dresses, screws that were too big to use, etcetera

A thing of the past? Unfortunately not…

‘When we start quantifying and measuring everything, we soon begin to change the 
world to fit the way we measure it’ Tim Harford, Messy, 2016



“Obviously, it shouldn’t work like that…”

A few examples from Tim Harford’s book, Messy, 2016:

- Tony Blair and his 48-hour wait limit for GP appointments 

- Volkswagen and cheating the ‘very predictable’ emissions tests

- US College rankings: selectivity rank raised by boosting, then rejecting, unsuitable 
applications

- Basel II, bank capital requirements which

‘rewarded banks for making investments that had low risk on paper but high 
market return…seek out places where the rules seem wrong’ 

Examples included massive borrowing and investing in Greek Government bonds, 
CDO’s etc.,

- Heart surgeon & hospital report cards in New York…reject the sickest, operate on the 
healthiest!



Solutions?
‘Making targets more complex merely leads to them being gamed in more complex and 
unpredictable ways’

Many of our biases interact with unintended consequences of policy, making the problem 
ubiquitous, but some insights can help: checklists, scorecards etc., (think pilots).

Encourage people to express their doubts in the policy design/planning stage; best not in execution 
stage! 

One method is to insist on a ‘pre-mortem’: just before confirming your big decision, imagine that in 
12 months it is a major failure. 

Ask the planners to each, separately, write a brief but most likely explanation why the plan failed. 

Their reasons can help anticipate, then mitigate, some of the unintended consequences of our human 
biases



Example: Staff Fundraising
S - ‘Social Proofing’ at universities
E - Google’s one click RCT
Be sure it is also T!

More generally, try the BITS Framework for better policy…



Business is already onto all this, but quietly…

Ariely (2008) uses the example of subscription to the Economist magazine. It offers three options:

a) Internet only, $59/yr

b) Print only, $125/yr

c) Print and internet, $125/yr

His students chose 16% for a), 0% for b) and 84% for c)

Now suppose we eliminate b), 

a) Internet only, $59/yr

b) Print and internet, $125/yr

This time his students chose 68% for a) and 32% for b)!

Adding a ‘decoy’ option raises much more revenue for the Economist! 

Choice architecture is widely used to raise profits, business just doesn’t talk about it!



On a brighter note, some useful books….!! 




